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Abstract

Additionally, there is a lack of well suited soft tissue
models. The aim of robotic supported surgery is a high
precision in realisation of the planning record in a
treatment based on individual patient data. Figure 1 shows
the work flow of robot supported surgery.
Starting with the anamnesis and diagnosis task a set of
tomographical data aquisitions will be initiated. This is
the first planning step including the definition of the
acquisition parameters. These digital data in DICOM
format of the patient gives us the opportunity to model a
3D-representation of patient´s situs. In order to use a
simple representation form we developed the tomocube
format for a normalized cubic voxel description. All
further image processing steps use this basic 3D format.
For the geometric planning task we use a 3D surface
representation of the skull or other bones on account of
the data reduction compared with a volume model
[Cameron et al. 1995]. Our planning system KasOp gives
us the opportunity to define the cutting trajectories and to
replace the movable cutted bony structure to the target
position and orientation. These parameters are delivered
to the online supporting devices: on one hand to the robot
system and on the other hand to the augmented reality
system shown in Figure 1 [Schorr et al. 2002].

Since eight years a group for surgical robotics
research is established at the Institute for Process
Control and Robotics (IPR). Starting with the
Collaborative Research Center 414, funded by
the German Research Foundation (DFG), our
reseach interests cover all topics concerning
support of surgical interventions. A basic work
flow from patient data acquisition to
intraoperative supporting systems e.g. surgical
robots, augmented reality systems etc. is forming
the frame of the group´s research activities. The
paper gives an overview of the research activities
of IPR Medical Robotics Group. Two major
systems are developed for supporting the
surgeon, the robot system RobaCKa1 and the
augmented reality system PROBARIS1. In
research patient studies approbated by the Ethic
Commission of the University Heidelberg both
systems will be approved in clinical trial. Beside
the close cooperation in medical technology
research with our clinical partners in various
medical centers there is a strong collaboration
with industrial partners in order to be close to
market demands.
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1 Introduction

Patient model

Today´s image modalities allow a variety of non invasive
data acquisition of the patient´s situs and its surrounding.
In case of complex pathology not only one modality is
necessary to measure and model the patient´s anatomical
situation [Raczkowsky et al. 1998]. Mostly preoperative
CT and MRI imgaging have to be matched for receiving
an unique integrative 3D model. Various processing steps
lead to a segmented model of different volumes
describing bone structures, vessels, nerves, tumors etc.
Due to computer capacity and real-time processing
problems today´s solution is the very rough
approximation of these volumes to 3D surface models
[Heckbert 1997]. Additionally this description is
geometrically and functionally static. All published
approaches for modelling dynamic behaviour of
biological and in this special case of human tissue for
surgical interventions did not give acceptable results.

Coming from the field of autonomous robot research the
new topic “Medical Robotics” at IPR was started in 1995
with the establishment of the Collaborative Research
Center 414 “Information technology in medicine Computer and sensor aided surgery” [Wörn et al. 2001]
Partners in this interdisciplinary research activity are the
University of Karlsruhe, the University of Heidelberg and
the German Cancer Center in Heidelberg.
Robotics research in this frame is concentrating on the
investigation of maxillofacial and craniofacial treatment
by “automation”. This field was chosen because of the
demand for highly precise cutting and replacement of
bones and the relative “easy” handling of the more or the
less rigid bony tissue structures [Cleary et al. 2001].
1
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Figure 1: Work flow of craniofacial surgery in the Collaborative Research Center 414:
“Information Technoplogy in Medicine – Computer and Sensor Aided Surgery”
For bony structures we define as a first approximation a
completely rigid and homogeneous tissue. To support an
exact intraoperative registration 3-4 artificial markers are
implanted within a small additional intervention into the
bones before the tomographical procedures are performed.
This is the gold standard for registration procedures. We
are working on markerless registration to avoid these
preimaging interventions but the currently procurable
accuracy is not acceptable.
The 3D surface model is processed by contouring
algorithms like marching cubes or Delaunay triangulation.
The free form contour of the bones are approximated by
triangles in 3D space. One major problem of this
approach is the closing of the surface. Numerical
inaccuracies lead to gaps in the surface and
continuatively to problems in the geometrical cut planning
algorithms. In a post processing step the model must be
analysed to close the gaps.
Future research will enhance the patient model by
introducing tissue parameters to start dynamic behaviour
modeling. The main problem is the measurement of the
actual patient´s tissue parameter. Commonly an average
range is used.

planning tools are required, which allow the definition of
bone cutting and the virtual repositioning of the cut
segments for an optimal surgical treatment. The planning
environment KasOp [Engel et al. 2002], allows to plan
bone cutting by definition of cutting trajectories, which
consist of user-defined base points and intermediate
points automatically calculated according to the surface to
be cut. Although the surgeon needs to define base points
only, the planning process still requires a lot of user
interaction in order to precisely define the desired result.
On the other hand, in order to simplify repositioning, we
introduced the usage of a refence model of the skull of
same age and sex as the patient. This means that
positioning can be done according to a reference model
defining an aesthetical shape of the skull. The usage of a
reference model of the skull and our special focus on
frontoorbital advacement surgery lead us to the approach
to predefine the trajectories on physiologically shaped
surface data of same age and sex and to transfer these
trajectories based on elastic deformation onto the patient
model. Our aim is that the surgeon does not need to
explicitly plan the trajectory by himself, but simply needs
to adjust it once transferred.
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In our planning environment KasOp, the operation plan
consists of polygonal cutting lines (polygons) and
trajectories, which are defined by base points on the

Operation planning

In the complex field of cranio-maxillo-facial surgery,
2

object surface represented by a triangle mesh. It is
therefore sufficient to map the base points from the
physiological data set to the patient data set and to
regenerate the polygons and trajectories on the target
model once again. The transfer of the base points is
performed in three steps:

development of the skull, it is possible that there are holes
in the generated surface. In the regions surrounding these
holes, the accuracy of mapping points of a polygon or a
trajectory decreases, as there is no corresponding surface
for the elastic deformation.
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1. The models are matched rigidly so that corresponding
anatomical regions are situated close to each other.
The patient model and the reference model can be
located in completely different locations and
orientations. Therefore, three corresponding
anatomical landmarks on reference and patient have
to be defined by the planning surgeon for initial
alignment. For better accuracy and faster
computation, we extended the well known ICP
algorithm [Besl et al. 1992] by a hierarchical
approach starting with a small amount of (arbitrarily
chosen) points in both data sets matched against each
other and ending up with the whole data set. We also
improved the matching algorithm by introduction of
an outlier elimination to the ICP algorithm.
2. The models are matched elastically to achieve the
best alignment of the two models. For elastic
matching of two polygonal surface models, we
developed a completely new method, which is based
on the ICP algorithm principle for rigid registration.
It is an iterative algorithm and consists of the
following two steps: selection of a poorly fitting
region on the source model and deformation of the
selected region. These steps are repeated until a
predefined threshold for the minimal size of the
selected region and a threshold for the deformation
are reached.
3. The base points are mapped using the elastically
deformed source model. For the transfer of an
arbitrary point on the source surface model to the
target surface model, the position of this point on the
deformed source model has to be calculated. As the
elastic matching method is designed to preserve the
shape of the source model, it cannot be guaranteed
that source and target model exactly fit to each other.
Therefore, the base points need to be transferred to
the source model by a special knowledgebased
method. The method acts on the assumption that the
base points are defined on the outer surface, which is
visible for the surgeon. In addition, the method takes
into account that all base points correspond to the
same polygon or trajectory and need to be
connectable by the polygon or trajectory calculation
algorithm of our planning system KasOp.

Intraoperative systems

For the investigation of supporting systems for the
surgical process in the intraoperative phase two different
systems are developed. This is the surgical robot system
RobaCKa and the augmented reality system PROBARIS.
Simple and exact registration of the actual patient´s
position and orientation is of eminent importance for a
successful deployment of computerized intraoperative
systems.

4.1 Surgical robot RobaCKa
The surgical robot system RobaCKa enables the surgeon
to carry out precise bone cuts for bone repositioning, for
instance. The aim of such a mechanism is the machining
(drilling, milling etc.) of the skull bone according to
preoperatively planned cut trajectories. One major
problem of the robot application is inherent in
preoperative planning and the successional limited
number of usable patient/robot alignments. More exactly,
the problem is originated in the shape of the human skull
and in the resultant complex cut trajectories with varying
orientation of the robot tool. The complexity of the
trajectory and the changing tool orientation restricts a
possible robot location significantly.
In order to cope with the problem of finding the correct
robot position relative to the patient position, we
developed a method which automatically locates the
optimal robot position relative to the patient. Therefore,
we established the following criteria for an optimal
alignment:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Feasibility of the robot path
No proximity to singularities
No collisions of robot and patient
No collisions of robot arm segments
Consideration of surgical access path.

The algorithm considers the degrees of freedom of the
mobile platform on which the robot is mounted (x-,
y-translation and z-rotation) as well as the degrees of
freedom of the operating table (z-translation and x-,
y-rotation) (Figure 2).

With this newly developed method, we are able to do
automated planning of cutting lines and trajectories on
patient models. Once cutting trajectories or polygons have
been predefined on a reference model, the only user input
needed are three corresponding landmarks on the patient
surface data and on the corresponding physiological
surface data. First successful clinical experiments have
already been undertaken, mapping polygons from a
physiological surface model onto different patients.

The alignment algorithm is an integral part of a viewer
tool in which the surgeon can load and display the surface
model of the patient skull, generated from CT-data, and
the planned trajectory. Additionally, the robot is
visualized and simulated on the basis of its
Denavit-Hartenberg model. Thus, the physician can watch
the robot moving along the planned cut in graphically
visualized simulation before the real treatment takes
place. Furthermore, he can relocate the robot and the
patient towards each other and assess different
alignments. In order to find the best alignment, the
following procedure and algorithm is applied:

One of the main problems of our approach is the quality
of the patient and reference models. Due to the
segmentation process or the physiological stage of
3

navigation system, after the patient has been registered
initially by marking the fiducial landmarks with a
trackable pointer [Engel et al. 2001]. Afterwards, the
graphical user interface shows the difference of the
nominal/actual distances and angles with virtual LCD
displays and sliders. If the discrepancy of the distances
and angles are less than 2.0 mm and 1.5°, the displays and
sliders change their color from red to green, so that the
planned configuration can be found easily.
With the developed algorithm and the viewer tool all valid
robot configurations can be displayed color-coded and
evaluated by the physician. Furthermore, the tool suggests
the optimal alignment. The average calculating time is 2
min using a Pentium-II-5oo-MHz. However, because of
the algorithm structure a longer calculating time indicates
more valid configurations. Infeasible cutting trajectories
are detected quickly because of the reordered point list
(refer to step 2 of the presented algorithm).
Intraoperatively, the OR personnel is piloted by the
system in order to find the planned alignment using an
optical navigation system. First experiments revealed that
the planned location can be found with an accuracy of
about 1 mm in less than 2 min.
The location planning algorithm with a user friendly
visualization facilitates the location decision of the
optimal robot patient alignment. It reduces the time
consuming intraoperative process of rearranging the robot
and the successional new registration. Finally, the location
decision tool gives feedback whether the planned cut
trajectory is feasible at all.

Figure 2: Visualization of the configuration planning tool
for given robot system and planned cutting trajectory
1. The surgeon places the robot and the patient in an
initial position. If desired, the trajectory can be
aligned automatically according to the trajectory
centroid and the average direction as a first guess.
2. The algorithm reorders the trajectory base points
considering how critical the points are. Critical points
get low order indices, uncritical, high order indices.
For the assessment how critical a trajectory point and
its corresponding robot configuration, respectively, is
to be valued, different quality functions can be
specified. The rating of a robot configuration is the
product of all joint ratings. The overall rating of a
location is the sum of all robot configuration ratings.
Collisions of the robot segments among each other or
with the patient are detected using the successive
spherical approximation [Bonner et al. 1988].
Therefore, the robot is approximated by a hierarchical
set of spheres and also the patient's skull is
approximated by one sphere so collisions can be
computed very fast. The center of the skull encircling
sphere is calculated as the intersection point of the
trajectory normals. The radius is the maximum
distance of a trajectory base point to the
corresponding intersection point.
3. In this step, the trajectory of the initial alignment is
tilted according to the degrees of freedom of the
operating table (x- and y-rotation). The best-rated
operating table configuration is used for the
following step.
4. Finally, the trajectory is moved along the x-, y-, and
z-axes in order to find the best robot position and
table height. Since the trajectory is reordered in step
2, unreachable trajectory alignments are quickly
detected and discarded. Finally, the robot and the
patient are aligned according to the best-rated overall
configuration Additionally, the valid configuration
space can be visualized color-coded so the physician
is capable to modify the suggested alignment.

The usage of a surgical robot system in an operation
theatre is normally legal, if the complete system has a
certificate as a medical device. The legal requirements for
clinical investigations are given by the Medical Device
Directive [MMD 1993] (for European Community) or
FDA approval (for USA). Research systems could not
fulfill these very hard requirements in the same manner as
industrial product. All these regulations include an
investigation plan, which can serve as the basis for an
application to an ethics committee of a medical center.
The application for an approval of a clinical research trial
must include the following major chapters:
1. design of the technical system
2. risk management and risk control
3. testing, verification and validation
The risk analysis for the ethic commission application
was performed in collaboration of IPR and MKG A fault
tree analysis was performed in order to detect the hazards.
Subsequently, for each hazard, the probability and
severity levels were determined. Further systematic errors
were investigated, such as software errors or accidents,
which are mistakes committed by operators. In general, it
is important to keep the risk as low as possible. This
means, if severity level is high, the probability level
should be low. On the other hand, when the severity level
is low, the probability level can be higher [Varley 1999].
This iterative process is continued until the risk of each
hazard is deemed to be safe, or at least "as low as
reasonably practicable" by reasonable effort (ALARP
principle).

Intraoperatively, the OR personnel is assisted by the
system in order to find the previously determined robot
configuration. The personnel is piloted using the infrared

The RobaCKa system (Figure 3) consists of a modified
Stäubli RX90 robot with a robot control system running
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V+ and for the sensor data processing a Sensor-PC
running RT/Linux. All sensor data is processed by this
second computer system. The data includes information
from a force-torque sensor, an infrared navigation system
Polaris and an inspection camera. Additionally a graphical
user interface with a pointer based human-machine
interface is established.

graphical presentation with only a few buttons and menus
is necessary and provided.
After numerous tests (on phantoms like well measured
cuboids and plastic skull, animal treatments in a surgical
test lab, checks on voluntary test persons) we perform the
first surgical treatment on patient in April 2003 (see
Figure 4). It was the first programmed milling trajectory
on a patient by robot worldwide. Results of this first test
were convincing: the average deviation of the trajectory
was 1mm. The complete series of patient test comprise 10
cases.

4.2 Augmented reality system PROBARIS
The augmented reality system PROBARIS [Hoppe et al.
2002] supports the surgeon alternatively to a surgical
robot system. The most important step from the
preoperative planning to the intraoperative realization
consists of providing the planning data in a reasonable
and easy-to-handle way without lossingthe preoperatively
achieved accuracy. This can be realized by using
augmented reality techniques. We have developed a
spatial augmented reality system which directly projects
the planning data onto the patient.

Figure 3. The surgical robot system RobaCKa,

The developed system consists of a common video
projector, two high-resolution CCD cameras and an
off-the-shelf notebook. The application of a video
projector allows overlaying the operating field with
planning data and additional information in arbitrary
colors. Furthermore, the projector is used as scanning
device by projecting coded light patterns in order to
registrate the patient. Subsequent movements of the
nonfixed patient are detected by stereoscopically tracking
passive markers attached to the patient's upper jaw (see
Figure 5).

The robot only performs slow movements and solely, if
the surgeon confirms the movement by pressing a button
of he pointer. This button is directly connected to the
robot's emergency circuit. If the button is released, the
robot's power supply is completely cut off. If the
line-of-sight is lost or an unexpected force is detected, the
system does not stop immediately, but moves to a safe
position apart from the patient (graceful degradation).

Figure 4: First patient treatment by robotic system at the
Clinic for Maxillofacial and Craniofacial Surgery at the
University of Heidelberg
The human-machine interface is responsible for the inputand output handling in relation to the surgeon. It is
designed for medical personnel who are not always
engineering-oriented. Furthermore, the training time is
short and it is not necessary to remember a lot of details
about the software as soon as the surgeon has acquainted
himself with the system. In the case of the RobaCKa
system, a workflow concept was chosen, which guides the
surgeon through the whole surgical procedure by a
well-structured and clearly defined sequence. A clear

Figure 5: Registration by coded light approach and
tracking body
In a first clinical study, the prototype system was tested
with two test persons [Hoppe et al. 2003]. Within the
clinical testing, we evaluated the whole process chain (see
Figure 1) from image acquisition to data projection and
determined the overall accuracy. In addition to measure
5

the absolute accuracy, arbitrary landmarks on top of the
patient's skin surface were defined within the planning
system and used to measure the relative projection
accuracy. We could show that the registration process can
be performed accurately by matching the scanned skin
surface of the patient to its CT- or MRI-generated
counterpart. Due to soft part displacement, we obtained an
average deviation of 1.4 mm by moving the patient,
whereas changing the projector's position resulted in an
average deviation of 0.9 mm. The average deviation of the
projected crosshairs to the MR-visible Gadolinum
markers was 0.45 mm. The underlying MRls were
acquired with a slice distance of 2.00 mm.
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The first clinical testing showed that the developed
low-cost augmented reality system is very accurate and
meets clinical demands. Furthermore, the surgeon is not
affected by head-monnted devices and performs the
intervention without any interference of his general
practice.
After permission of patient studies by the ethics
commision of the University of Heidelberg the first
examination proceed in a real surgical treatment in
September 2003.
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Conclusion

This paper describes a complete work flow for maxillo
cranio facial surgery. Every stage - from data acquisition
to intraoperative systems - supports to the real patient
study. Error analysis and management for the complete
work flow chain lead to the above dicussed excellent
results. Further clinical investigation will confirm these
first results. This work constitutes a step on the way to
change the role of the surgeon from “handling” to
“supervision”. The optimal preparation of the treatment
by intuitive patient model, preoperative planning and use
of computerized or robotized instrumentation lead to
better results for the patient.
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